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[Side A] 
 
Caller:—religions. And then seeing that religions are related to science very, very 
closely. And then seeing that it is all basically describing human consciousness. And a 
way to— I’m very excited ’cause in the last couple days I’ve really discovered what I’ve 
been looking for. And the bottom line is: What Jesus came to say is, those last Ten 
Commandments that you knew, they really don’t matter. The one commandment is do 
unto others as you would have them do unto you. And the reason that this is so exciting is 
because once you— I read someplace that the first thing that Jesus in attaining his 
enlightenment, his higher degree of consciousness, is he only saw the Christ in others. He 
only saw the best in others. And because that was the way that he judged other people, 
that was all that he could see in himself.  
 
CBC: Kind of made him a revolutionary at the time, didn’t it Professor Burkinshaw, as 
well?  
 
Burkinshaw: Yeah, he broke through many of the customs that had built up that treated 
people at different levels, and just blew them out of the park, his view of other cultures, 
like Samaritans, or women, etc. He, in a sense, was revolutionary but he went back to 
what Christians believed was the original idea of God creating all people in the image of 
God, therefore, worthy of dignity and respect. They’ve come through lots of the cultural 
things that had built up around them, that sort of obscured that.  
 
CBC: The money lenders were tossed out, weren’t they? Another example of that. 
Trevor, thank you. And, my apologies on the phone; we just seem to have some 
difficulties with the phone bank this afternoon. Nicole, at Port Alberni. I hope you’re 
there.  
 
Nicole: I am here, yes.  
 
CBC: Yay.  
 
Nicole: Yay. (laughter) 
 
CBC: What about religion in your life and spirituality?  
 
Nicole: Oh, I’m a Christian. I wasn’t for all my life, actually. It wasn’t until I had my first 
child, and I realized, you know. She looked at me and I looked at her and went, what 
now, and God said “I’m here!” But that’s my personal story. It’s interesting that so many 
people have been calling in to talk about how religion and Christianity is really telling 
people that we’re better than other people. I have found that not to be the case. I as a 
Christian, you know, if somebody’s a Muslim or a Buddhist or whatever, that’s their road 
to hope, that’s them to work out with God and it doesn’t make me love them any the less, 
because, you know, I am to do unto others as I would have them do unto me, and that’s 
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way more challenging than don’t do to me as you wouldn’t have me do to you. Jesus was 
a revolutionary and he was executed for it, but that’s beside the point. It’s interesting that 
so many people are talking, or not so many, but I’ve heard a few of your callers 
mentioning that they didn’t go to church, that their parents didn’t go to church, but that 
they were sent to church. And I was one of those kids. My parents never went to church 
and I was sent off to find it on my own as a child. And as a child you know, you form 
these judgments, and then we become adults, and we’re seeking for something? And we 
weren’t given either through society or by our parents, who—excuse me—rebelled 
against this—(unintelligible) 
 
CBC: So you would’ve liked the choice, then? 
 
Nicole: I would’ve liked the choice. I would’ve liked having some base knowledge 
instead of having to run off all helter-skelter, which I did, looking for stuff, or having to 
make something up out of my own head. 
 
CBC: We have two minutes left, and I appreciate your call. Adam in Burnaby, I would 
like to hear from you and then try to squeeze Peter in.  
 
Adam: Hi, I was just wondering, I think part of the issue, I know part of the issue that I 
have with religion is the sheer fundamentalism of most of the religions. And this isn’t to 
say, you know—I’m actually curious about fundamentalism itself though, the very 
extreme stuff, and I was wondering what the professor thought about that with the recent 
911 and the Iraq thing going on there’s a lot more news about fundamentalist Muslims. 
But what about fundamentalist Christians groups, perhaps the KKK and other groups like 
that? 
 
CBC: Professor Burkinshaw? 
 
Burkinshaw: Yes. I think fundamentalism is a problem in many  religions, and when 
people take their—I mean, it’s one thing to take your beliefs so seriously you will commit 
your own life to it, but when you believe you’ve got the right to absolutely force or 
coerce people, then it becomes militant or fundamentalist. People define fundamentalist 
differently, but it’s the hard line militants who begin forcing. The KKK is hard to picture 
as exactly Christian. There’s some connections, but in many cases it was churches and 
ministers who spoke out against it, so it’s hard to make that case. But the estimate— 
 
CBC: But they wrapped themselves in that symbol, though, didn’t they? 
 
Burkinshaw: The symbol, but they were rejected by most of the churches. There’s 
problems with that. But yes, in any religion when people don’t know how to hold [5:00] 
something very seriously themselves without trying to coerce or force people, then it 
becomes fundamentalism. And that can be a problem; and it is a problem. It is Christian 
and beyond Christian.  
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CBC: Thanks for your commentary this afternoon, professor, I appreciate it very much.  
 
 
Burkinshaw: You’re very welcome Mark, it’s my pleasure.  
 
CBC: Take care. Professor Bob Burkinshaw and he is at Trinity Western University, and 
he is a history professor there and an expert on history and the development of religion as 
well. We’re coming up to two o’clock, CBC Radio One news, and if you’d like to talk 
about this further on the talk back line, 604-662-6104. Tomorrow on the open line: How 
to craft your own sabbatical and get away with that. We’ll be doing that between one and 
two tomorrow. Talk to you then [5:46] 
 
[From 5:46 to 31:18 there is no TWU-related content; the verbatim transcript of this 
section lasts extends to 21:53 and has not been edited.] 
 
Chris Robinson: Good afternoon, Chris Robinson here, rip-snortin’ and ready to go, with, 
Community Notes. The Maple Ridge Art center and theater is having its grand opening 
on Saturday. Leftenant Governor Iona Cavinola is the special guest at the opening 
ceremony in Memorial Peace Park, starting at 10:15 in the morning. There will be 
entertainment in the park right through until three in the afternoon. And a gala 
extravaganza in the new theatre starting at 6:30 in the evening. For tickets and 
information 604-476-2787. That’s to find out all about the brand, spanking new Maple 
Ridge Art Centre and Theater which is having its grand opening on Saturday. 604-476-
2787. If you prefer a more placid afternoon on Saturday, The Valley Fuchsia and 
Geranium club is holding a plant and bake sale. From ten in the morning until right 
through to three in the afternoon at St. Andrew’s Anglican Church in Langley, that’s 
20955 Old Yale Road. So if the call of the garden is ringing loud in your ears on 
Saturday, head on down to the Valley Fuchsia and Geranium Club plant and bake sale, 
ten to three at St. Andrew’s Anglican Church in Langley, British Columbia. Tomorrow 
night the Croatian Cultural Center in Vancouver is the venue for the Spring 2003 Food 
and Music…[cuts out 7:25] 
 
CBC: regulations. Callers agree with you on this? 
 
Bill: I’m just getting started. I’ve been working on this for a few months. And no, no all 
of my colleagues agree with me, and that’s ok. I’m a politician, and it’s my job to 
persuade people. I’m going to try and persuade my colleagues that this is a good idea. I 
think this is a very common sense kind of regulation that makes a lot of sense to a lot of 
people. There’s a lot of support out there for it out there, and I think that’s the really 
important part of this.  
 
CBC: Do you think we should do that with snowmobiles, frankly? 
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Bill: We have a piece of legislation dealing with snowmobiles, but what we need is a 
piece of legislation dealing with both quads and snowmobiles. It’s just the legislation is 
not adequate. I think we need to bring a way to get all kinds of this off-road recreational 
equipment under one piece of legislation.  
 
CBC: Thank you  
 
Bill: You’re welcome.  
CBC: Bill Banahy of the River East Community. And we have Bev Felske on the line 
right now. She’s the president of the Quad Riders Association in BC, so that’s ATV BC. 
Good afternoon Beth.  
 
Bev: Good afternoon  
 
CBC: What do you think of Mr. Banahy’s idea? 
 
Bev: Well, we had checked this with him previously in emails and we are working, we 
have formed a coalition with the Grasslands Conservation Council and the Federation of 
the Naturalists as well as the BC Cattlemen and we’ve come up with an agreement that 
we need to work together in an environment of trust and cooperation to achieve a 
common goal, and that common goal will benefit all our organizations, the general 
public, everyone.  
 
CBC: Do you think that you will weed out the renegades, so to speak, if the licensing 
accepts them like this? 
 
Bev: Yes, what would happen is, first of all there is no way to check on anybody. You 
buy your ATV and you go out riding. There’s absolutely no database on ATVs. So 
therefore if there is someone doing something wrong there’s no way to correct them or 
even find out who they are. Now with ATV BC we have a membership fee, we have a 
decal that we would put on our quads so we would know who our members of our 
organization are and we have an educational program. We have a safety program with an 
environmental program. We need, what we’ve agreed to in our coalition with  the 
Grasslands Council and the Naturalists and the RCMP is that a portion of the funds raised 
per year from ATV registrations would be turned back to us and designated for the ATV 
education, trail development, enhancement and enforcement. [10:00] 
 
CBC: And that would be the case in this proposal.  
 
Bev: Yes 
 
CBC: Do you know if this would be a one time thing or not? 
 
Bev: We’re suggesting that it not be. We’re suggesting that it be an annual registration. 
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Because annually you will need funds to carry on with trail development. I mean, trails 
disintegrate and you have to repair them, so does everything else. I mean, if we want a 
trail system, we have to do maintenance on it, and basically the only way to do 
maintenance you need a funding structure.  
 
CBC: And for people who just don’t get it. For people who like silence in the wilderness? 
What do you tell them about the enjoyment you get from ATV riding? 
 
Bev: Well I’m 65, and a lot of ATV riders are mature. They can’t hike or they can’t do 
the things that young people do. We love the outdoors, that’s why we’re outdoors, we 
want to be out there, and our mode of transportation just happens to have a motor. ATV’s 
are four cycle, which means they’re quiet. WE go out, we go bird watching on our ATVs. 
We go hunting, well I don’t hunt, but I’m saying various members do. There’s a lot of 
activities that take place while riding an ATV.  
 
CBC: Well thank you for talking to me. 
 
Bev: Okay!  
 
CBC: Bev, president of ATV BC. Port Coquitlam. What do you think of this idea to 
license them in the first place? You can phone Talk Back at (604) 662 6104. You can 
make that a collect call of course, through our live operator 662 6104, we accept the 
charges at this end. A couple of the headlines: Canadians losing their religion, Secular 
upswing, religion less formal. We’ll be talking about that on our open line on our second 
hour, we want to hear from you too. But right now it’s 12:30 and time for a CBC news 
update. (12:00) 
 
[Susan Magnomy with CBC News 12:00 to 13:48] 
 
CBC (Mark Forsyth): Thank you Susan. And coming up in the next few minutes here, 
we’re going to hear more about this cotton swab that could be arriving in the mail in 
British Columbia as part of a Hepatitis A study. We’re going to hear about that and also 
Bowen Island update. Farmer Murray is going to check in, that’s paradise on 
Vancouver’s source desk. How close is this to your image of Canada? A country of 
peacekeepers? A middle power that punches above its weight and offers generous 
humanitarian aid? Well, journalist Andrew Cohen wants Canadians to think again. He’s 
says we’re banking on a reputation developed more than two generations ago. The author 
of While Canada Slept: How We Lost Our Place in the World is in our CBC studio. 
Welcome.  
 
Andrew Cohen: Thank you. 
 
CBC: What go you thinking this country’s decline internationally?  
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Cohen: I’ve been worried about if for a long, long time. I felt that for many years there 
has been a gap between our resources and our rhetoric, that we say one thing and we 
actually do another. For years Canadians have thought of themselves as peacekeepers. 
But the reality is that while we once provided 10% of the world’s peacekeepers, we are 
now 34th, 31st, depending on what way you look at it. We don’t do it the way we used to 
[15:00]. We think of ourselves as generous. We think of ourselves as very generous. 
Some people think we waste money on foreign aid. Well, the truth of the matter is there 
are 22 leading donor countries. We used to be in the top five or six. We are now 19th of 
22. The third thing is we used to have a very proud foreign service. It was called the 
aristocracy of the bureaucracy. It was a mistake considered by people like John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy in the 1950s, the finest Foreign Service in the world. Last summer, they were on 
strike. They are the most underpaid professionals in the government of Canada. So the 
arms of our foreign policy, foreign aid, our military and our diplomacy, all of them, have 
been withering for some time and there’s a cost to us.  
 
CBC: And you also highlight three Canadians who have made huge contributions two 
and three generations ago, and how they would regard these changes. Tell us about them, 
including one Vancouverite.  
 
Cohen: Three Canadians who lie together in a graveyard in the Gatineau Hills, which is 
north of Ottawa, called McLaren Cemetery, and their names of course. Well, we all know 
Lester Pearson, whose was Canada’s 14th prime minister, but before that, Nobel Prize 
winner, one of the great moments of internationalism, Nobel Prize winner in 1957. With 
him, though are two Canadians less well known, one is Norman Robertson, who was 
indeed born in Vancouver, and who was a prodigy in his time. He held every major 
position in the government of Canada right up to the privy council, twice ambassador to 
the to high commissioner London, ambassador to Washington, undersecretary for foreign 
affairs. He had all those jobs. The third one was Hugh Ron, and Hugh Ron. He also held 
all the lead positions. He was for many years in Washington and was our delegate to the 
League of Nations in the 1930s. These three joined this fledgling department in 1927, 
‘28, and ’29. With ambition, they have a sense of what they want to bring to the world. 
Canada is a small, isolationist country. The Kensington (??) is not interested the world. 
The League of Nations is dying. Canada shows up there and Hugh Ron says what am I 
doing here? I have nothing to do. By the 1940s when the war begins, Canada, 2nd largest 
country in the world, says, you know we’re providing all these forces, all this money. We 
emerged from the war selling the fourth largest arm in the world. And those three say, if 
we’re going to do all these things provide money, material, be the home of the 
commonwealth training program (17:14) what people call the aerodrome(??) of 
democracy, if we’re going to do all that we should have representation. So by the time the 
war is over by the mid 1940’s, we’re there for the establishment of the United Nations, 
we’re there for the creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, we’re there for the 
beginnings of the World Trade Organization, which was then called the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, World Bank IMF. These three are what’s called 
precedented creation as Dean Agnes said, or what Secretary of State called it. When all 
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this architecture of the Post World War era as it exists today, we were on the ground floor 
of all that and Canada became known as this ambitious creative ingenious country that 
has a small but well trained foreign service and the whole number of interesting people 
that’s punching above its weight. We were there!  
 
CBC: Things have changed so dramatically since then, what do you think these three 
would say about Canada’s stature now?  
 
Cohen: They’d weep.  They would weep. Unless it appears that they would walk into the 
department of foreign affairs that use to be called the department of external affairs, they 
wouldn’t like the new name.  He would see his Nobel Prize gathering dust in the corner.  
He would look at the building which is forbidding like a castle and say who’s in here and 
what are they doing.  And I think he would say that they not only do we not have the 
diplomats anymore because we can no longer retain the best and pay them badly. They 
don’t want to make a career of it, but what we do in the world hasn’t any effect. When 
were we in Iraq?  Why is Norway doing the things we use to do? Norway, you know, 
[inaudible] they did all that. Norway sees itself as the new Canada; they do all the things 
we used to do. I think he would say this country is wealthy and it’s big and it has an 
obligation. It should honor its history, its geography, its diversity and its economy and 
have a foreign policy worthy of all that.  
 
CBC: And I think some of some of your critics would say that we were also a country 
that is deeply in debt that over the last two decades we had to pay the piper finally. Those 
priorities changed and in fact there are those countries where Canada left off and some of 
those counties that we previously helped in fact as far as peace keeping goes shouldn’t 
we look to other countries to do just what Canada has done?  
 
Cohen: We don’t need to do everything we did before; and you’re right over the last ten 
years particularly since the liberals arrived in office in 1993 faced enormous deficit. We 
couldn’t have this debate then, but we can have it now. Simple reason is 2003 not 1993. 
We’ve had surpluses the last five years. We are projected to have surpluses for the next 
five years. We need the GA to grow—the economic growth this year. Our dollar is 
gaining strength again. We can do all these things, but we have to make decisions and 
that means a review, a review of what we do and looking at all the arms of our foreign 
policy. 43% of our wealth comes from trade, we generate it that way. Are we an 
international nation or not? [20:00] Do we want to play in this world? Do we have an 
obligation to the Canadians who died? Do we have an obligation to all those we’ve 
helped in the past in terms of our foreign aid? And do we have an obligation to the kind 
of diplomacy we used to practice as a helpful fixer, an honest broker and a mediator and a 
moderator of American views? We were there encounter. Do we want that or do we want 
to draw the bridges, return to Canada, stay home, and be a mediocre country in the 
world?  
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CBC: And what do you think the average person on the street would say about that? 
What our priorities should be? 
 
Cohen: I think if you put it to Canadians and you made the argument they would say, 
“Yes, we owe it to our proud military tradition, we owe it to our sense of generosity as a 
people”—we’re generous at home, we’ve always been generous abroad. I would say if a 
leadership—spirited, intelligent leadership team—came to Canadians and said, “This is 
your choice. Canadians, make the choice.” I say they would. We’re not [inaudible] 
people, though.  
 
CBC/Cohen at the same time: [inaudible]  
 
Cohen: Let’s be fair to ourselves: We still got 191 nations in the United Nations. We still 
do far more than 190 of them. We do do good things, you mentioned the International 
Criminal Court, we did that 5 years ago, we’ve supported land mines, those were great 
things we did; but there are a whole number of other things that we ought to be doing, 
and we’re not; whether it’s a presence in Afghanistan, whether we ought to be in Iraq, 
whether we ought to be revamping—not just increasing money for our poor needs 
program, but increasing our efficiency so we’re not in a hundred countries ‘cause we’re 
very inefficient in our aid. Those are questions we have to answer.  
 
CBC: Lots of interesting ideas in While Canada Slept, good to meet you Andrew. Thank 
you. Andrew Cohen’s new book While Canada Slept, about how we lost our place in the 
world and comments on some of his ideas. So on “Talk Back” we’ll catch him there. 604-
662-6104 and e-mail almanac@vancouver.cbc.ca.  
 
[recording continues but has not been transcribed] 
 
[31:18] 

[End Side A] 
 

[Side B] 
 
Burkinshaw: —and it also says that religious attendance has gone up in BC, and 
especially in Greater Vancouver.  
 
CBC: How would you explain that?  
 
Burkinshaw: Well, you know 35% say “no religion”, and about 28% in Vancouver say 
they attend church. There’s room for both. I mean, the public is diverse, different kinds of 
things. There’s room for different kinds of things to be happening. So about one-third say 
“no religion”, but over a quarter, say they are attending church. That’s still leaves, what, 
like 40% who say “religion” but aren’t really actively attending services, worship of that 
religion. So, both can be happening at the same time. I think actually why attendance is 
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going up is explained in the StatsCanada in Canadian social trends partly because of 
immigrants. Immigrants tend to attend their religious services much more frequently, 
whether those be Buddhist, or Christian, or Muslim, or Sikh. They attend a lot more 
frequently than those who were born in Canada.  
 
CBC: And this would explain the greater diversity, as well? I mean, with faith now in 
Canada.  
 
Burkinshaw: Well, it does. The number of Muslims, Sikhs, Buddhists, Hindus in BC has 
gone up 300 000 people, which is now 8% of the population which is doubled what it 
was. Ten years ago it was about 5% where those four groups would normally associate 
with immigration. So, immigration helps account for that, but also immigration, 
contradictory again, helps account for increased Christian activity because about a third 
of the Asian immigrants claim to be Christians.  
 
CBC: Well, we’ll get into this in more detail. We’ll ask our listeners to phone us too, just 
during our news here, 669-3733, toll free: 1-800-825-5950. What place does religion or 
spirituality have in your life? Time for CBC news. [1:57] 
 
[CBC News] [7:59] 
 
CBC: CBC 690 AM in Vancouver and in Fort Fraser FM 102.9. Good afternoon, I’m 
Mark Forsyth and this is BC Almanac, our open line. Today we are talking about 
religion. British Columbians, historically, have been less religious than the rest of 
Canada, but the latest figures from StatsCanada show an increase in church attendance 
and tremendous growth in non-Christian denominations. And on the open line, what 
place does religion or spirituality have in your life? And, are you more interested in that 
now than when you were younger? Our number in the lower mainland area, as ever, is 
604-669-3733. Toll free around the province: 1-800-825-5950, or on the cell phone *690. 
More than one in three people in Greater Vancouver say they have no religion. That’s 
among the highest rates anywhere in this country. And that’s growing rather quickly. But 
church attendance is up in Greater Vancouver. Roman Catholicism is still the largest 
religion but the real growth is happening in Sikh, Buddhist, and Muslim congregations. 
And just some of those trends that we want to investigate with Trinity Western University 
history professor Bob Burkinshaw, an expert in the history and development of religion. 
He is with us online from Langley and good afternoon again professor.  
 
Burkinshaw: Good afternoon again.  
 
CBC: You are from the heart of what some call the Bible belt of BC and some of the 
StatsCanada numbers suggest the Fraser Valley isn’t as religious as it once was. What’s 
your reading of those numbers?  
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Burkinshaw: Well, there’s been some contradictory evidence coming out, you look at the 
Canadian social trend and it says that the Abbotsford census metropolitan area about 144 
thousand comprising Abbotsford and Mission. Well it has the highest Church attendance 
west of the Maritimes, 41%, in all of Canada east or west of the Maritimes, 41%, and 
going up. Yet in Abbotsford you’ve got nearly 20% of the [10:00] population says “no 
religion”, which is less than the rest of the province, but growing. And yet you’ve got 
large committing (??) congregations and they tend to be growing as is also reflected by 
increased attendance.  
 
CBC: And also a growing Sikh community in Surrey for instance and other parts of the 
Fraser Valley.  
 
Burkinshaw: Surrey and Abbotsford, I think Sikhism is the largest single religion in 
Surrey, but it’s also about 16-17 % there, or a little higher, but its about 13% or 14 % in 
Abbotsford as well. 
 
CBC: There is strong growth in people going to Buddhist temples and Muslim temples as 
well. What do you see behind those two particular increases?  
 
Burkinshaw: Well primarily immigration. 19 % are the people who call themselves 
Buddhist or Muslim are visible minorities. Some 10 % come from people who aren’t 
considered visible minorities by StatsCanada. So it’s primarily immigration based. Sikhs 
are almost all of 99 % would be invisible minorities who are Sikhs.  
 
CBC: We are talking about traditional religions communities right now, but what is in the 
statistics about people pursuing some form of spirituality that isn’t traditional, that people 
are following their own path? 
 
Burkinshaw: Well a census it’s hard to tell for sure, but there is one interesting category 
that is one of the larger groups. It’s called Christian, but not indicated elsewhere. They 
say that they put anybody who said “charismatic, or born again, or evangelical and not 
another denomination, they’ll put there. It could include people who once considered 
themselves Anglican or United or something, but don’t still consider themselves 
Christian but not connected to denomination. It includes people who are very committed 
and active in the church, but just don’t like a denominational label. That group is 200,000 
in BC which is a very large group. It’s almost double the number of Baptists or 50 % 
higher than the number of Sikhs. The census is so blunt that we don’t know exactly all 
that’s going on in that large group but some stuff, that’s up from 80,000 the last ten years 
ago it’s up by a 120,000 to 200,000. I think something’s happening there.  
 
CBC: Meanwhile British Columbia has the third basically that say they have no religion 
and that’s growing at double the national rate. Why do you think that is the case in BC? 
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Burkinshaw: Well BC has always been known as irreligious. Way back to early settlers 
they mailed letters back home to Ontario and New Brunswick and they say something 
like “people don’t care for Churches much here.” Missionaries would say there’s a class 
of Godless whites who don’t care about religion and that they found the First Nations 
people a lot more interested to what they had to say than what they called the miners and 
others. So this is going way back. Partly it’s the gender ratio was predominately male, 
young single males who didn’t tend to care about religion. The motives for coming were 
material and not to settle down and settle as much as other places. Some people came to 
get away from it all. Interestingly, in places like Britain, the furthest place away in the 
world, if you wanted to get as far away as you could imagine it would be British 
Columbia. So all kinds of people were coming here and didn’t have religious motivations 
for coming. And then more recently some people come here because they want a 
recreation paradise; they want to do different things on Sunday than go to Church, for 
example. So, there has been a longstanding irreligious climate in BC which is probably 
made it more respectable to say on the census “no religion”. Twenty, thirty years ago 
people in B.C. began to put down on the census “no religion.” But then in other parts 
there may have been people who weren’t religious, but it just wasn’t acceptable to say 
that.   
 
CBC.: Well I think that in Newfoundland only two percent say that; it’s an amazing 
difference. 
 
Burkinshaw: That’s right. Now church attendance is high there but there are still a lot of 
people in Newfoundland who don’t actively involve themselves in religion. It’s not 
acceptable to say “I’m not religious.” So they will put down a family religion: Catholic or 
Baptist or whatever. It’s same as in Quebec. Its church attendance is down as low as 
B.C.’s now. B.C. is overall is 25%. B.C.’s gone up a little bit; Quebec dropped to the 
same. Yet still 83% say they’re Catholic, but a very low participation rate. So, it’s not as 
acceptable in Quebec as it is in B.C. to say “no religion”. 
 
CBC: Well, Bob Burkinshaw is my guest. He’s at Trinity Western University and he is a 
history professor there and an expert in history and development of religion. And from 
our listeners now: We want to hear what place does religion or some form of spirituality 
have in [15:00] your life? Maybe it doesn’t have any place in your life. We want to hear 
you talk about it. 604-669-3733. Toll free 1-800-825-5920. And on the cell phone *690. 
Off to Salmon Arm. And Keith, on that question what does religion or some form of 
spirituality play in your life? 
 
Keith: Well, very important. I think my case is probably pretty similar to what a lot of 
people experience in life. When I was very young my parents didn’t attend church but it 
was important to them that I did. I went off to various Presbyterian or Anglican churches; 
whatever was in the neighborhood. And when I got to be about the same height as my 
dad—I was about five foot three—I sort of decided I really didn’t want to go to church 
anymore because I really didn’t get anything out of it. And when I got to be older and a 
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father I started looking around for something because I realized that what I had had in my 
teenage years and early twenties really wasn’t what I wanted my children to have. So I 
was looking for something to anchor to, and there were three questions that I wanted 
answered. And I looked at various religious to find which one sort of had answers which 
felt right and sincere to me. And the first question was where did I come from? Sort of 
how did I get to be here in the first place? What was my eternal anchorage? The second 
question was, well, what’s my purpose here? There has to be more than life, working, 
existing, and then dying. And the third question, and related to that one, was, where am I 
going to go after this life is over? Is this all that there really is? And, as I did my 
churching and all the rest of it, I read, attended churches and all the rest of it, I became a 
Later Day Saint; what most people now call being Mormon. And I think what you find, 
as I looked at the stats that have been reported, is what you’re seeing is that that kind of 
experience, in the whole population of British Columbia and Canada because people are 
rebelling by not attending a church or religion that doesn’t answer those questions to their 
heart sincerity. They don’t know. I attended my father’s funeral. My father was not LDS, 
not Mormon. And we had an Anglican minister preach and give what was really a very 
nice talk about my father and what life was but it really didn’t answer any of the grief, 
any of the really big questions, all these sorts of things. And I think, as people go through 
and they have the problems that occur in life and the questions that occur to them, and 
they look at their religion and they find this wanting.  
 
CBC: Ok.  
 
Keith: What they’re looking for are more and more of the answers to those questions that 
the churches that are popular, that people attend, are the ones that answer those questions.  
 
CBC: Professor Burkinshaw, you have been listening here and a couple of things: coming 
back to church later in life and also shopping around for the church that works for you. 
Two different phenomena. Would you like to comment on them?  
 
Burkinshaw: Yes I would. I agree with the caller. Both those things are happening in BC. 
Maybe people are happy to have no religious grounding all their lives but many others 
can only handle that for a while so they start looking and ending up somewhere. The 
other thing is that there is a fair bit of movement, more than some people would say, 
during a lifetime some of them might’ve been raised in a more traditional group and end 
up going through ten or so years of no church affiliation, and ending up in another, 
different church home and finding answers, which I think the caller very well put, are the 
essential questions, religious questions. 
 
CBC: They are the big ones.  
 
Burkinshaw: They are. So there is a lot of searching, Reginald Bibby, this famous 
sociologist from the University of Lethbridge, says there is a spiritual hunger out there. 
And I think part of that answer is increased church attendance. It’s not just immigrants, 
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it’s also the Canadian-born that there’s a bit of an increase. It could be for that reason that 
people are not happy with their answers or the lack of answers they have to those 
questions.  
 
CBC: This is how many people have moved from traditional Christian churches to 
Eastern based churches. I believe that the Buddhist community has many Canadians who 
don’t have that as part of their history but they gravitate to it. And what do you think is 
behind that, almost cross-cultural exploration? 
 
Burkinshaw: Yes there are a few thousand, seven or eight thousand people who call 
themselves Buddhists in BC who ethnically, it appears they wouldn’t have been raised 
that way. That is just a small percentage of the population of BC but it certainly indicates 
that some people have moved [20:00] that way. They have found some answers there.  
 
CBC: We’re about to speak with someone of the Buddhist faith in just a few minutes. In 
fact 669- Thank you Keith -3733 around Vancouver. And toll free 1-800-825-5950. On 
the cell, *690. Betty is next from Armstrong. Your thoughts on this, Betty? What role 
religion and spirituality plays in your life? 
 
Betty: Hi, can you hear me?  
 
CBC: Yes I can.  
 
Betty: Ok, Well, I just decided to give you a quick call here. Basically, I come from a 
family with born-again Christians. My sister was saved when she was about fourteen 
years old and we’re going back about thirty years. And my brother about ten years ago. 
I’ve always been a little, I don’t know, apprehensive about all of this stuff and I think 
that, well, recently I have become saved and I attend a church in Vernon here. I used to, 
like many, view religion pretty much as a crutch, but I’ve changed my views on this. Like 
many I came to a point in my life when I was troubled and I prayed to God and asked for 
help. Religion, in my opinion, or having faith in God; you have to want it, and feel it. No 
one can really shove it down your throat. But once you succumb to it, it has a profound 
effect on our life. And because I haven’t read the Bible a whole lot, I think that shopping 
around is important and finding someone you can relate to. I’ve been fortunate enough to 
come across a pastor who’s been able to translate the Old and New Testament, so to 
speak, so I can apply it to my modern day living. And just one more thing that I’d like to 
add here, and this is a thought for many listeners out there who perhaps do not, or have 
reservations about thinking that there is a being— 
 
CBC: About a third of the people listening. 
 
Betty: (laughs) —well, basically, recently, when you think about cloning and how 
they’ve successfully cloned a human being, that really got me thinking, I’m sure, and 
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many others, how did we all come to be? Where did it all start? I mean, obviously it all 
had to start somewhere. 
 
CBC: Professor Burkinshaw, do you think that scientific developments do affect other 
people that way? It gets you asking those kinds of questions. 
 
Burkinshaw: I think it does for some. I mean, people respond in different ways to those 
issues, those primary issues of: where am I from and what is my purpose. Those do get 
raised as we talk about some of the scientific developments of what is human nature, who 
are people, and what am I here for. Those questions are what people do, at some point in 
their life ask themselves. They find various answers. 
 
CBC: Next we go to Gabriel. And Jeremy is online. Tell them Jeremy, what did you want 
to say about the role of religion in your life, spirituality or not.  
 
Jeremy: Yeah, I just want to make a comment. I think religion is actually a part of 
everybody’s life whether they like it or not. 
 
CBC: How is that? 
 
Jeremy: That is my personal thinking, like how people will go to an organization like a 
church for answers and now also going to the government for answers on a faith level. So 
like if they have a health related problem, they will go either to the government, or to the 
church, or to some organization, usually to look for help. So I sort of see that as being a 
religious quest. The religious question if you really have something worth help. I believe 
that God created us all, so we go to some sort of organization we trust. 
 
CBC: Even people who don’t have faith? 
 
Jeremy: Yes, exactly. If you don’t have, like if you call yourself an atheist or something 
you still have this inborn need to go to someone for help, right. 
 
CBC: Do you see it that way Professor Burkinshaw? 
 
Burkinshaw: Yeah, I think he is on to something there. Whether a person is involved in 
formal religion or even they don’t think they are religious, they do put their trust in 
something. They do have worldviews or ways of thinking how, and answering questions 
that in some way act in some sort of religion for them even if they don’t say they have 
[25:00] worship or an organization. And so if someone is putting all their trust in the 
medical system and it in a sense could be a little bit like a religion. I would agree with 
that. 
 
CBC: Some would say it’s a crutch, or maybe a broad interpretation of what religion is— 
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Burkinshaw: Yeah.  
 
CBC: —and the need to get help this way. Thank you, Jeremy. Goodbye. Now we go to 
Syd who is joining us from Vancouver, on your observations on the global village and on 
spirituality places in your life and others, maybe, Syd? Hello? 
 
Syd: Hello. My first comment is that I think the census results are a bit ambiguous in a 
couple ways, in fact, I saw an article in the Vancouver Sun the other day that some 
people don’t like to say that they have religion, or they don’t see themselves falling in 
that traditional label, and so sometimes people who are saying they have no religion, have 
spirituality, but they don’t call it a religion, so there’s a lot of people in that category. 
 
CBC: Is that the case with you, Syd?  
 
Syd: No, I actually call myself a Buddhist, I am a Buddhist. I have no problem with the 
idea of religiousness. But I know that in this society in general, there’s a tendency that 
way. My other confidence, I think a lot of people because of the sort of scientific motifs 
in society over the last century in our society have looked for more experiential kinds of 
answers and as a result some of the religions that we have inherited have lost that base. I 
think some people are looking for that kind of experiential basis to their faith, to their 
spirituality. 
 
CBC: Does that explain the attraction of the charismatic movement for instance to some 
extent? 
 
Syd: I think it explains the increased religiosity in general or craving that experience, that 
actual experience of religion in their life.  
 
CBC: Professor Burkinshaw? 
 
Burkinshaw: Yeah. I think that you see that more now.  Let’s say among Christians, the 
more charismatic or experiential born-again; they are tending to grow still, whereas those 
that don’t stress that or seems to be more forms or more ritual, that doesn’t have as much 
appeal to a broad population.  It’s an experience base there. Something else a caller 
mentioned earlier: you don’t know what people mean when they say “no religion” in the 
sense of that they do that in the privacy of their own home, they mark down, and all that 
might mean is “I have no formal connections to religion but I am spiritual, I have 
religious ideas”. It may not mean “I really don’t think I’ve got any religious ideas at all”, 
so the census is a little bit of a blunt instrument. We don’t exactly— 
 
CBC: What would you like to see there when we ask Canadians in the future about that 
aspect of spirituality? Is there a specific question that you think would give you good 
information?  
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Burkinshaw: I don’t know if you could do that. You know, the census is a good 
instrument but it’s blunt. It statistically says, “What’s you religious preference?” You 
always hear, every time there’s a census and religion comes out they’ll go to a United 
church minister, for example say, “Do you know that 5000 people in your town say 
they’re United?” And the minister will say, “Well, I’ve never seen more than 500 of 
them.” But they are still are allowed to put down United Church as their preference, or 
Catholic, or whatever. So you can’t tell people what to say; you’re asking what is their 
preference. Censuses become more and more detailed, there’s more and more options. 
It’ll print, it’ll report; but in some ways it’s more useful, and in some ways it’s less useful 
because some people label themselves differently.  
 
CBC: Syd, thank you very much for phoning. Syd said he has been drawn to the Buddhist 
faith and the Buddhist faith has grown by over a 130% in the last decade. Buddhists are 
now the second largest faith group in Richmond and of the 74,000 Buddhists in the 
Lower Mainland, 13,000 are Canadian-born and there are many smaller temples scattered 
around our province.  Reverend Koten Benson has the Lion’s Gate Buddhist priory in 
Vancouver. It’s a group mostly made up of Westerners. Good afternoon. 
 
Rev. Benson: Good afternoon.  
 
CBC: Now this world is being driven by immigration to a great extent but many 
Westerners are interested, and why do you see that being the case?  
 
Rev. Benson: To tell you the truth I actually don’t know. I think it’s very much an 
individual thing that draws people. I think most of the people we see are looking for some 
sort of practice stuff they can do that seems to actually draw people.  Something they can 
actually do as practice and also I think what draws people is having some sort of place 
where they can be still without [30:00] a whole lot of other things going on. 
 
CBC: The meditation that goes along with it? 
 
Rev. Benson: Yes.  
 
CBC: Which is what Syd was describing, wasn’t he? The experiential. 
 
Rev. Benson: Yes, yes, and also the fact, I think, that many people who come to practice 
Buddhism don’t necessarily make a commitment to the religion itself.  And such a 
commitment would be a very serious matter and so many people practice meditation and 
whether or not, they don’t necessarily know where to put Buddhism on the statistics 
either.  
 
CBC: And you encourage that in your church? 
 
Rev. Benson: encourage what? 
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CBC: Well for people to become and meditate and not necessarily be a full practitioner. 
 
Rev. Benson: Yep.  I think that goes for most of the ministry of Buddhist organizations. 
Given that there is an inclination among Buddhists to proselytize or to seek converts, then 
it’s an individual choice matter. Most people who come initially don’t become Buddhist. 
They come to learn meditation, and they may at a later date do so. But, I was looking at 
our things we have—  
 
[31:23] 
 

[End Side B] 
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